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Abstract
For any k*3, I construct in"nitely many pairwise smoothly non-isotopic smooth surfaces FLP
homeomorphic to a non-singular algebraic curve of degree 2k, realizing the same homology class as such
a curve and having abelian fundamental group 

(PF). This gives an answer to Problem 4.110 in the
Kirby list (Kirby, Problems in low-dimensional topology, in: W. Kazez (Ed.), Geometric Topology, AMS/IP
Stud. Adv. Math. vol 2.2, Amer. Math. Soc., Providence, 1997).  2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
The goal of this paper is the following result.
Theorem 1.1. For any k*3 there exist inxnitely many smooth oriented closed surfaces FLP
representing class 2k3H

(P)", having genus(F)"(k!1)(2k!1) and 

(PF)/2k,
such that the pairs (P,F) are pairwise smoothly non-equivalent.
Here smooth non-equivalence of (P,F) and (P,F) means that F cannot be transformed into
F by a di!eomorphism PPP.
Construction of these surfaces is based on a modi"cation of the `rim-surgerya of Fintushel and
Stern [4], which is applied for knotting a surface along an annulus membrane. By an annulus
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Fig. 1. Knotting of a band b

.
membrane for a smooth surface F in a 4-manifoldX, I mean a smoothly embedded surfaceMLX,
MSI, with MF"M and such that M comes to F normally along M. Assume that such
a membrane has framing 0, or equivalently, admits a di!eomorphism of its regular neighborhood
: ;PSD mapping ;F onto Sf, where f"IGILD is a disjoint union of two
segments, which are unknotted and unlinked inD, that is to say that a union of fwith a pair of arcs
on a sphere D bounds a trivially embedded band, bLD, bII, so that f"I(I)Lb (see
Fig. 1). The annulus M can be viewed as S

I in SbLSD;.
IfX and F are oriented, then f inherits an orientation as a transverse intersection, f"F7D, and
we may choose a band b so that the orientation of f is induced from some orientation of b. It is
convenient to view f"IGI as is shown in Fig. 1, so that the segments of f are parallel and
oppositely oriented, with b being a thin band between them. Such a presentation is always possible
if we allow a modi"cation of , since one of the segments of f may be turned around by
a di!eomorphism of DPD leaving the other segment "xed.
Given a knotKLS, we construct a new smooth surface, F
(
, obtained from F by tying a pair
of segments IGI along K inside D, as is shown in Fig. 1. More precisely, we consider a band
b

LD obtained from b by knotting alongK and let f

denote the pair of arcs bounding b

inside
D. We assume that the framing of b

is chosen the same as the framing of b, or equivalently, that
the inclusion homomorphisms fromH

(D(f ))"H

(D(f

)) to H

(B f ) and to H

(B f

)
have the same kernel. Then F
(
is obtained from F by replacing SfLSD; with Sf

.
It is obvious that F
(
is homeomorphic to F and realizes the same homology class in H

(X).
The above construction is called in what follows an annulus rim-surgery, since it looks like the
rim-surgery of Fintushel and Stern [4], except that we tie two strands together instead of one.
Recall that the usual rim-surgery is applied in [4] to surfaces FLX which are primitively
embedded, that is 

(XF)"0, which is not the case for the algebraic curves in P of degree'1.
The primitivity condition is required to preserve the fundamental group of XF throughout the
knotting. An annulus rim-surgery may preserve a non-trivial group 

(XF), if we require com-
mutativity of 

(X(FM)), instead of primitivity of the embedding.
Proposition 1.2. Assume that X is a simply connected closed 4-manifold, FLX is an oriented closed
surface with an annulus-membrane M of index 0, : ;PSD is a trivialization like the one
described above and KLS is any knot. Assume furthermore that FM is connected and the group


(X(FM)) is abelian. Then the group 

(XF
(
) is cyclic and isomorphic to 

(XF).
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To prove Theorem 1.1, I apply an annulus rim-surgery for X"P letting F"A be the
complex point set of a suitable non-singular real algebraic curve, containing an annulus,M, among
the connected components of PA, where A"AP is the real locus of the curve.
One may take, for instance, a real algebraic curve A of degree d"2k, with A containing
k components (called ovals), O

,2,O , such that O lies inside O in P, i"1,2, k!1. Such
a real algebraic curve, known as amaximal nest curve, can be constructed by a small perturbation of
a union of k real conics, whose real parts (ellipses) are ordered by inclusion in P. The connected
components of PA include a disc, R

, inside O

, a MoK bius band component, R

, outside O

,
and k!1 annuli, R

, between O

and O

, whose closures, Cl(R

) are obviously 0-framed
annulus-membranes on A. For simplicity, let us choose M"Cl(R

).
Proposition 1.3. The assumptions of Proposition 1.2 hold forX"P, F"A being a maximal nest
real algebraic curve of degree 2k*6 and M"Cl(R

).
Assuming that the class [F]3H

(X;/2) vanishes, one can consider a double covering p: >PX
branched along F; such a covering is unique if we require in addition that H

(X;/2)"0.
Similarly, we consider the double coverings >(K,)PX branched along F
(
. To prove non-
equivalence of pairs (P,F
(
) for some family of knots K, it is enough to show that >(K,) are
not pairwise di!eomorphic. To show it, I use that >(K,) is di!eomorphic to the 4-manifolds
>

obtained from > by a surgery introduced in [5] (FS-surgery).
Proposition 1.4. >(K,) is diweomorphic to a 4-manifold obtained from Y by the FS-surgery along the
torus ¹"p(M) via the knot KKLS.
To distinguish the di!eomorphism types of>

one can use the formula of Fintushel and Stern
[5] for SW-invariants of a 4-manifold > after FS-surgery along a torus ¹L>. Recall that this
formula can be applied if the SW-invariants of > are well de"ned and a torus ¹, realizing
a non-trivial class [¹]3H

(>), is c-embedded (the latter means that¹ lies as a non-singular "ber in
a cusp-neighborhood in >, cf. [5]). The double plane >, being an algebraic surface of genus*1,
has well-de"ned SW-invariants. The conditions on ¹ are also satis"ed.
Proposition 1.5. Assume that X, F and M are like in Proposition 1.2. Then the torus ¹"p(M) is
primitively embedded in Y and therefore [¹]3H

(>) is an inxnite order class. Moreover, if, X, F and
M are like in Proposition 1.3, then ¹L> is c-embedded.
Recall that the product formula [5]
S=

"S=



(t), where t"exp(2[¹])
expresses the Seiberg}Witten invariants (combined in a single polynomial) of the manifold >

,
obtained by an FS-surgery, in terms of the Seiberg}Witten invariants of > and the Alexander
polynomial, 

(t), of K.
This formula implies that the basic classes of >

can be expressed as $	#2n[¹], where
$	3H

(>) are the basic classes of > and 
n
)deg(

(t)), are the degrees of the non-vanishing
monomials in 

(t). So, if [¹] has in"nite order, then the manifolds >(K,)>

di!er from
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each other by their SW-invariants, and moreover, by the numbers of their basic classes, for an
in"nite family of knotsK, since the number of the basic classes is determined by the number of the
terms in 

"(

) (one can take any family of knots with Alexander polynomials of distinct
degrees).
Remark. Theorem 1.1 can be extended to the odd classes d3H

(P), d*5. The construction
is the same annulus rim-surgery. To prove smooth non-equivalence of embeddings one can analyze
d-fold coverings instead of double coverings. This is a bit more routine, but without essentially new
ideas. For the cases 1)d)4 the question is open. Another interesting question is to determine if
the smoothly distinct pairs (P,F) given by our construction are topologically equivalent. It looks
natural to try the approach developed by Kreck (cf. [3]), although he informed me that such
a project may not be a simple task.
2. Commutativity of the fundamental group throughout the knotting
Lemma 2.1. The assumptions of Proposition 2.1 imply that 

(X(FM))"

(XF) is cyclic with
a generator presented by a loop around F.
Proof. The Alexander duality in X combined with the exact cohomology sequence of a pair
(X,FM) gives
H

(X(FM))H(X,FM)"H(FM)/iHH(X),
where i :FMPX is the inclusion map. If F is oriented and FM is connected, then the
Mayer}Vietoris Theorem yields H(FM)H(F), and thus H

(X(FM))H

(XF) is
cyclic with a generator presented by a loop aroundF. The same property holds for the fundamental
groups of X(FM) and XF, since they are abelian by the assumption of Proposition 2.1. 
Proof of Proposition 1.2. Put X

"Cl(X;). Then X

";SS and ;F is a deforma-
tional retract of ;(FM), so


(X

F)"

(X(FM)).
Since this group is cyclic and is generated by a loop around F, the inclusion homomorphism
h : 

(;F)P

(X

F) is epimorphic and thus 

(X

F)"

(;F)/k, where k is the kernel
of h.
Applying the Van Kampen theorem to the triad (X

F,;F
(
, ;F), we conclude that


(XF
(
)

(;F
(
)/j(k), where j :

(;F)P

(;F
(
) is the inclusion homomorphism.
Furthermore, in the splitting


(;F
(
)

(S(D f

))

(D f

)
factorization by j(k) kills the "rst factor  and adds some relations to 

(D f

), one of which
a!ects 

(D f

) as if we attach a 2-cell along a loop,m

, turning around the band b

(to see it, note
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Fig. 2. Gluing a 2-cell along m

e!ects as transforming f

into an unknotted arc.
that factorization by k leaves only one generator of 

(D f

)"

(S4pts)). Attaching such
a 2-cell a!ects 

as connecting together a pair of the endpoints of f

, transforms f

into an arc (see
Fig. 2). This arc is unknotted and thus factorization by j(k) makes 

(D f

) cyclic and leaves


(XF
(
) isomorphic to 

(X

F)

(X(FM))

(XF). 
Proof of Proposition 1.3. All the assumptions of Proposition 1.2 except the last two are obviously
satis"ed. It is well known that AA splits for a maximal nest curve A into a pair of connected
components permuted by the complex conjugation, and thus, AM is connected, provided
MA, which is the case for k*3 (recall in turn that AA has not more than 2 connected
components for any non-singular real algebraic curveALP). So, it is left to check only the last
assumption, that the group 

(P(AM)) is abelian. This follows from an explicit description
of the homotopy type and, in particular, the fundamental group of the complement
P(AP) given in [1] (see also [3, Section 4]) for ¸-curves. Recall that a non-singular curve
ALP of degree m is an ¸-curve if it can be obtained by a non-singular perturbation from
a curve A

"¸

2¸

splitting into m real lines, ¸

, in a generic position. The maximal
nest curves, ALP, are known [1] to be ¸-curves with the presentation "


(P(AP))"a, b 
 ab"1, where a, b are represented by loops around the two
connected components of AA; a basis point and these loops are taken on the conic
C"x#y#z"0LP, which have the real point set empty, cf. [1]. The group


(P(AM)) is obtained from  by adding the relations corresponding to puncturing the
componentsR

, 0)i)k, iO1, ofPA. Such a relation (forR

) is ab"ba"1, which
follows from the results of [3, Section 4] (see also [2] for detailed proofs). A pair of the relations for
i"2 and 3 implies that a"b.
For convenience of the reader, I have included in the appendix a brief review of the arguments in
[2], and [3, Section 4] relevant to the above calculation. 
Remark. (1) It is well known that a real curve with a maximal nest arrangement of ovals is unique
up to a rigid isotopy, that is an isotopy in the class of non-singular real curves.
(2) It follows from the proof above that 

(P(AM)) is not abelian and AM is not
connected for a maximal nest quartic, A.
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(3) The other types of real algebraic curves containing a pair of ovals, O

, O

, bounding an
annulus, may be equally good for the knotting construction, at least if they are ¸-curves (cf.
computation of 

in the appendix).
3. The double surgery in the double covering
Proof of Proposition 1.4. The proof is based on the following two observations. First, we notice
that>(K,) is obtained from> by a pair of FS-surgeries along the tori parallel to¹, then we notice
that such pair of surgeries is equivalent to a single FS-surgery along ¹. Both the observations are
corollaries of [4, Lemma 2.1], so, I have to recall "rst the construction from [5,4].
An FS-surgery [5] on a 4-manifoldX along a torus ¹LX, with the self-intersection ¹ ¹"0,
via a knotKLS is de"ned as a xber sumX
	
SM

, that is an amalgamated connected
sum ofX and SM

along the tori¹ and Sm

LSM

. HereM

is a 3-manifold obtained
by the 0-surgery alongK in S, and m

denotes a meridian ofK (which may be seen both in S and
inM

). Such a "ber sum operation can be viewed as a direct product of S and the corresponding
three-dimensional operation, which I call S-xber sum.
More precisely, S-"ber sum X


> of oriented 3-manifoldsX and > along oriented framed
knots KLX and ¸L> is the manifold obtained by gluing the complements Cl(XN(K)) and
Cl(>N(¸)) of tubular neighborhoods, N(K), N(¸), of K and ¸ via a di!eomorphism
f : N(K)PN(¸) which identi"es the longitudes of K with the longitudes of ¸ preserving their
orientations, and the meridians of K with the meridians of ¸ reversing the orientations. As it is
shown in [4, Lemma 2.1], tying a knot K in an arc in D can be interpreted as a "ber sum
D

M

, where m is a meridian around this arc. The meridians m and m

are endowed here
with the 0-framings (0-framing of a meridian makes sense as a meridian lies in a small 3-disc). To
understand this observation, it is useful to view an S-"ber sum with M

as surgering a
tubular neighborhood, N(m), of m and replacing it by the complement, SN(K) of a tubular
neighborhood, N(K), of K, so that the longitudes of m are glued to the meridians of K and the
meridians of m to the longitudes of K. The framing of an arc in D is preserved under such a "ber
sum, so tying a knot in the band bLD is equivalent to taking an S-"ber sum with M

along
a meridian m

around b.
The double covering over D branched along f is a solid torus,NSD, and the pull back of
m

splits into a pair of circles, m

,m

LN, parallel to m"S0. Therefore, >(K,) is obtained
from > by performing FS-surgery twice, along the tori
¹

"Sm

Lp(;)SN, i"1,2.
The following lemma implies that this gives the same result as a single FS-surgery along
¹"p(M) via the knot KK. 
Lemma 3.1. For any pair of knots, K

,K

, the manifold
M



N

M

obtained by taking an S-xber sum twice, is diweomorphic to N

M

, for K"K

K

, via
a diweomorphism identical on N.
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Fig. 3. Nodal degenerations of A providing (!1)-framed D-membranes on ¹.
Proof. A solid torus N can be viewed as the complement N"S!N of an open tubular
neighborhoodN of an unknot, so that m,m

,m

represent meridians of this unknot. Taking a "ber
sum of S with M

along m

"m

is equivalent to knotting N in S via K

. So, performing
S-"ber sum twice, along m

and m

, we obtain the same result as after taking "ber sum along
m once, via K"K

K

. 
Remark. The above additivity property can be equivalently stated as
M



M

M

.
Proof of Proposition 1.5. Lemma 2.1 implies that, in the assumptions of Proposition 1.2,


(>(F¹)) is a cyclic group with a generator represented by a loop around F. Thus,


(>¹)"0 and, by the Alexander duality, H

(>,¹)"H(>¹)"0, which implies that
[¹]3H

(>) has in"nite order.
To check that¹ is c-embedded it is enough to observe that there exists a pair of vanishing cycles
on ¹, or more precisely, a pair of D-membranes, D

,D

L>, on ¹, having (!1)-framing and
intersecting at a unique point x3¹, so that [D

], [D

] form a basis of H

(¹). In the setting of
Proposition 1.3, >PP is a double covering branched along a maximal nest curve A and ¹ is
a connected component of the real part of > (with respect to a certain real structure on > lifted
from P). Two nodal degenerations of A shown on the top part of Fig. 3 give nodal degener-
ations of the double covering >.
In the "rst of the degenerations of A, a node appearing as an oval O

is collapsed into a point.
In the second degeneration a crossing-like node can be seen as the fusion point of the ovals O

and
O

. Existence of such degenerations for our explicitly constructed curve A is known and trivial.
Another simple observation (which is obvious for quartics and thus follows for any maximal nest
curve of a higher degree) is that our pair of nodal degenerations can be united into one cuspidal
degeneration. This means in particular that the two vanishing cycles in > intersect transversally at
a single point.
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Furthermore, our complex vanishing cycles in > can be chosen conj-invariant. Being a (!2)-
sphere, each of such complex cycles is divided by its real pair into a pair of (!1)-discs. Choosing
one disc from each pair, we obtain D

and D

that we need. Indeed, a conj-symmetric vanishing
cycle corresponding to the "rst nodal degeneration can be observed as just p(R

). To observe the
second cycle is another simple exercise. 
Appendix. The topology of P(PA) for ¸-curves A
Let A

"¸

2¸

LP denote the complex point set of a real curve of degree
m splitting into m lines, ¸

. Put <I"CA

, where C is the conic from the proof of Proposition
1.3. Our "rst observation is that C<I is a deformational retract of P(PA

), and
moreover, the latter complement is homeomorphic to (C<I )Int(D). To see it, it su$ces to note
that PP is "bered over C with a 2-disc "ber, each "ber being a real semi-line, that is
a connected component of ¸¸ for some real line ¸LP, where ¸"¸P. This
"bering maps a semi-line into its intersection point with C.
It is convenient to view the quotient C/conj of the conic C by the complex conjugation as the
projective plane, PY , dual to PLP, since each real line, ¸, intersects C in a pair of
conjugated points. If we let <"l

,2, lLP
Y  denote the set of points l

dual to the lines
¸

LP, then <I"q(<), where q :CPC/conj is the quotient map.
The information about a perturbation of A

is encoded in a genetic graph of a perturbation,
LPY . The graph  is a complete graph with the vertex set <, whose edges are line segments.
Note that there exist two topologically distinct perturbations of a real node of A

at
p

"¸

¸

, as well as there exist two line segments in PY  connecting the vertices l

, l

3<. Let
A denotes a real curve obtained from A

by a su$ciently small perturbation. Then the edge of
 connecting l

and l

contains the points dual to those lines passing through p

which do not
intersect A locally, in a small neighborhood of p

.
The complementP(AP) turns out to be homotopy equivalent to a 2-complex obtained
from C<I by adding 2-cells glued along a "gure-eight shaped loop along the edges of
I"q()LC. Such 2-cells identify certain pairwise generators of 

(C<I ) `along the edgesa of
I (cf. [3] for details). This easily implies that the group 

(P(AP)) is generated by a pair
of elements, a and b, represented by a pair of loops in C<I around a pair of conjugated vertices
of <I (see Fig. 4).
For example, for a maximal nest curve, the graph  is contained in an a$ne part of PY , i.e., has
no common points with some line in PY , namely, with a line dual to a point inside the inner oval
of the nest. Therefore, the graphI splits into two connected components separated by a big circle in
C. A loop around any vertex of <I from one of these components represents a, and a loop around
a vertex from the other component represents b. It is trivial to observe also the relation ab"1
(which is indeed a unique relation in the case of maximal nest curves).
As we puncture P at a point x3PA

, we attach a 2-cell to C<I along the big circle
S

LC dual to x. If xmoves across a line ¸

, then S

moves across the pair of points q(l

). Since
a small perturbation and puncturing are located at distinct points of P and can be done
independently, it is not di$cult to see that if we choose x3R

(in the case of a maximal nest curve
A), then the big circle S

cuts C into hemispheres, one of which contains i vertices from one
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Fig. 4. (a) A perturbation of a real node; the dashed lines are dual to the points of an edge of ; (b) A "gure-eight loop
along an edge of ; (c) The loops in C<I representing generators `aa and `ba.
component of I and m!i vertices from the other component. This gives relations
ab"ab"1.
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